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Grumman, under contract NASl-14643, developed the computer code CAVE3 
(itA General TranSIent Heat Transfer Computer Code UtIlizmg Eigenvectors and 
EIgenvalues") that performed a specIalized transIent thermal analysIs. Under the 
present fundmg a new extenslOn of CAVE3 was developed WhICh automates the creatlOn 
of the input. 
The new software· 
• UtilIzes TektronlX 4014 GraphIc Scopes to dIsplay models 
• UtilIzes Tektronix Tablet DIgItizers to generate model geometry 
• GraphlCally dIsplays the model geometry 
• Creates a fImte dIfference dIgItal dataset wIth all conductlOn lmks 
computed ready for mput to CAVE3. 
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SectIOn 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The Network Generator software created for Langley Research Center automates 
the creation of finIte difference thermal models for mput to the CA VE3 code provided 
Langley under contract NASl-14643. The software makes use of the mteractIve 
capabuitIes of the INTERCOM CDC tImesharmg system on the Langley Research 
Center CDC 6600 computer. It utilIzes the Tektronix 4014 GraphIc Scope and digitIzmg 
mterface and makes use of the appropriate Tektromx software reSIdent m the Plot-10 
package. The Network Generator utilizes the graphIcs hardware to expedIte the 
transformation of geometrlC data to dIgital data and provIdes VIsual confIrmatIOn of 
geometric and nodal networks. 
The Network Generator is broken mto two dlstmct programs: geometrIC data 
mput and model generatIOn. The geometry data mput software IS labeled NNDIG and 
makes use of TektronlX digitizmg hardware to create a data set contammg the pertment 
geometric mformation needed. ThIS optIOn prOVIdes the user WIth the capabIlIty to 
transfer geometrIC data from a scaled dIagram displaymg the model to be analyzed to 
the computer as a dIgItal data set. ThIS software does not have to be run If the 
user wants to generate the resultant geometry hIe by hand (If dIgltIzmg hardware were 
not avaIlable). 
In eIther case, the geometry IS fed to the model generatIOn program (NNGEN). 
It IS here that the actual fmIte duference model IS created. NNGE N uses the geometry 
supplIed to It WIth the speculC propertIes of the materials to be analyzed and creates 
the dIgItal data set that represents the fmIte dIfference model. Software establIshes the 
numbermg sequence, determmes all geometrIC VOIds withm the model, and bookkeeps 
all couplmgs. The software can generate two- or three-dimenSIOnal models and 
prOVIdes the user WIth the abIlIty to have mternal or boundary (surface) nodes. 
3 
Mr. James L. Hunt of the HIgh Speed Aerodynamics DivIsIon, Langley Research 
Center, VIrgmia, served as the NASA techmcal momtor for the program. 
At Grumman, the contract was admmistered by the Advanced Development 
office under Mr. Fred Berger, Manager of Advanced Development System Engmeermg, 
Dr. Kenneth A. RathJen was Study Manager and Mr. Joseph V. Palmieri was 
Engineering Specialist, Software Development. 
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SectIOn 2 
NODAL NETWORK GE NERATOR DESCRIPTION 
The Nodal Network Generator package was created to automate the procedure of 
creatmg a digItal math nodal to be used as mput to the CAVE3 code (Reference 1). 
The package conSIsts of two distmct programs; a Nodal Network DlgltIzmg (NNDIG) 
program and a Nodal Network Generator (NNGEN) program. The package makes use 
of the TektronIX dIgItIZing tablet and graphlC scope (Model 4014) to transfer geometrIC 
nodal mformatIOn dIrectly to the computer and plot the resulting nodal network. 
The program enables a user to create a math model by merely dlgltIzmg the 
vertices of homogeneous sectors and dlgltIzmg a grid mcrement that defmes the nodal 
surface. The program WIll automatIcally compute the geometrIC centrOId of the nodal 
areas and place the nodes there, then automatically compute all the nodes each node 
sees, the conductance between nodes, the capaCItance of the node, and the radIatIon 
area of the node surfaces m the x, y, and z dIrectIOn. The program wIll determme 
whether the body has VOIds wlthm It and wIll establIsh boundary nodes to identify 
thIS condItion. 
The program has two nodal optIOns that can be employed; nodes can be placed 
at the centrOIds for all nodes or placed at the surface for boundary nodes WIth the 
conductances adjusted for the dIstance from the surface to the centrOId. The program 
also prOVIdes a three-dlmenslOnal feature WhICh allows the user to create a three-
dlmenslOnal regular model. The sectIOns to follow WIll explam all of these features 
m detml. 
Once the software has been accessed and executed, the Nodal Network Generator 
WIll create an mput file capable of bemg run WIth CAVE3. The only change to the data 
that may have to be made would be to mclude the boundary condItions usmg the areas 
created by the program, mclude mterface conductance effects If deSIred, and m-
corporate any radlatlOn couplmgs. 
5 
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SectIOn 3 
PROBLEM SETUP & PROGRAM LIMITATIONS 
The first step m the development of a thermal math model IS the creatIOn of 
the nodal model on paper. Here the user can superImpose a nodal grid on the 
physlCal boundarIes of the object to be analyzed. The Nodal Network Generator needs 
thIS first step as the engmeer dId m establlshmg a dIgItal math model. The graphIc 
representatIOn of the nodal network must meet certain cnterlOn betore It can be llsed m 
conjunctlon wIth NNDIG. ConsIder FIgure I, a structure made up of a number of 
different materials. Each block shown (I - VI) represents a sector. ThIs wIll be 
explamed later. The geometry should first be laId out m a convement orIentation 
relative to a righthand Cartesian coordinate system. Because the Nodal Network 
Generator only analyzes regular three -dImensional shapes, we need only be concerned 
WIth the top VIew of the structure. 
The external boundaries of the object should then be drawn to scale (FIgure 2). 
Once the perimeter has been establIshed, the body Itself should be broken down mto 
sectors. Sectors are defmed as homogeneolls dlvlslOns of the body bemg analyzed and 
havmg IsotropIC propertles wlthm the sector bounds. The sector can have no more 
than 15 vertIces and all angles must be convex, 1. e. , no mternal angle can exceed 
1800 • The body Itself can have no more than 20 sectors. The geometry dIsplayed m 
Figure 2 was broken up mto SlX sectors. All sectors have umform thlClmess normal 
to the plane of the paper. Sectors I and II are made up of the same material (steel) and 
have IdentIcal propertles as are sectors III and IV (alummum). Sectors V (steel) and 
VI (alummum) have umque propertIes of theIr own. NotIce that although Sectors I and 
II or III and IV have IdentIcal propertIes and would have met the homogeneous and ISO-
tropIC rule as one sector, they had to be broken up mto two mdependent sectors 
because an mternal angle exceeded 1800 • 
WIth the sectors and sector vertlCes ldentIfied, It is now necessary to establlsh 
a network grId. The Nodal Network Generator IS deSIgned to set up rectangular and/or 
triangular nodes. The node boundaries are establIshed by the grid Slze and ltS mter-




FIG 1. STRUCTURE TO BE ANALYZED 
parallel to the x and y axes that delmeates the node boundarIes of the body. The grld 
lmes must be established runmng parallel to the x and y axIS and wlll ultimately deflne 
the actual node SIze. 
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To establIsh a grId, the user must assure that: 
• Each vertex wIll be mtercepted by a grId lme m both the x and y dIrectIOn 
• Each sector surface that IS mtercepted by a grId lme must also be 
mtercepted at that pomt by the orthogonal grId lme. (ThIS ensures 
that sloped boundarIes of a sector are dIvIded mto trIangular nodes 











FIG.2 MODEL LAYOUT 
• When employrng the boundary optIon (Section 5), each sector must be 
dIvIded at least once by a grId lrne m the pnmary plane of the body 
(x-y plane m F1gure 2). Th1S allows the program to "dec1de" where 
the boundary IS located and, thus, where to place boundary nodes. It 1S 
rncons1stent WIth the boundary optlOn to allow a node to "see" boundary 
condltIon on OpposIte sIdes of a node. (ThIs does not apply to the 
d1rectlOn normal to the pnmary plane of the body because a 
one-layer model can be used w1th e1ther optlOn). 
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Flgure 3 dlsplays the step-by-step development of a nodal network. Note the 
mcremental steps defined by the grid lme locatlOns m the x and y dlrectlOn. All 
grid lmes shown that have an asterisk mdicate a grid lme posltion that must be m 
the model. All non-asterIsk lmes are optlOnal and at dlscretlOn of the user. Because 
it was stated prevlOusly that each vertex of a sector must have a grld lme pass through 
it in both the x and y dIrection, when establishmg the grld the user should first 
project lmes parallel to both axes emanatmg from each vertex as IS demonstrated 
m FIgure 3 by the arrows shown. GrId lines Xl, X3, X4, X5, X6, X9, Y4, Y6, 
Y7, YS, and Y9 were created thIS way. Note the Y7 projectlOn crosses a skewed 
lme of sectors V and VI, and, accordmg to the rules prevlOusly stated, an orthogonal 
grId lme must emanate from the mtersectlOn. ThIS therefore establ1shed grid lme 
XS. Lmes Y2, Y3, and Y5 were put m to better defme the analysls by the user. 
Note that the user mcluded X2 to satlsfy criterion from boundary optlOn. As shown, 
depending on the shape of the model analyzed, the number of nodes created may be 
large Just from requIred grid lmes. 
Once It has been estabhshed, the grId work (FIgure 4) WIll represent the nodal 
boundarIes of the model. Note by usmg thIS method all nodes are mIme WIth one 
another, WhICh IS a necessary condltlOn for the Nodel Network Generator. 
Now that the model IS estabhshed on paper, the user can access NNDIG and 
NNGEN to create an mput data set to CAVE3 that contams all the network couplmgs 
and values of capacItance and conductance. 
The Nodal Network software WIll provlde the user WIth the optlOn of placmg 
nodes at the geometrIc centroId of the node or at a predescrlbed surtace locatlOn. The 
program also provIdes the user WIth the ablhty to create a three -(ilmens lOnal model, 
m WhICh case the network developed WIll be mIrrored down to a select number of layers 
(up to 10 layers). The nodes wlll be mcremented and three-(ilmenslOnal couphngs 
WIll be estabhshed. All of these optlOns WIll be descrIbed, but lead to another 
llmltatlOn. The program can currently create a model contammg up to 500 nodes. 
Note the llmitatlOn on the amount of nodes created, maxImum number of sectors, 
and maxImum amount of vertices per sector are totally arbItrary and were lImIted 
only to reduce the amount of computer core needed to run the program. Anyone or 
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FIG_ 4 GRID LAYOUT 
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SectIOn 4 
INPUT DATA - MANUAL OR DIGITIZED (NNDIG) SETUP 
The mput needed to create the digltal thermal model is baslCally the descrip-
tion of the physlcal geometry, i. e. the coordmates (x and y) of all sector vertices, 
and the x and y posltIon of the gnd hnes and the materlal properties, conductlvIty, 
the specllic heat, the densIty, and thIckness of the matenal. The umts mputted 
should be conslstent, l.e. , If the scaled drawmg IS measured m feet, make sure the 
thIckness IS also m feet and the conductlvlty contams the umts of feet, etc. The 
program contams a feature to automatIcally create thIS data set usmg the Tektromx 
graphIc scope and digitIzmg board. Although It IS easy to use, thIS feature IS not 
necess"'ry. The user can manually create the data set needed as mput. 
Figure 4 dIsplays a nodal breakdown of the network to be analyzed. FIgure 5 
dIsplays the actual format of the data needed. Flgure 6 represents a data set 
created manually. Note the program reqUlres the number of sectors created wlthm 
the model, m thls case SlX (Flgure 6). It also requlres the number of layers and 
overall thlckness of the model, WhICh we mput as 3 and 15., respectively, l. e. , 
we chose to obtam three nodal cuts through the model and the overall depth of 
the model lS 15 umts. The next card lS the respectlve thlClrness of each of the cuts, 
1. e. , 3. , 5. , and 7 umts. If the cuts have Identical thlCknesses, the user could 
have mputted a zero (0.) m whlch case the program would automatically compute the 
thlckness by dlVldmg the overall thICkness by the number of layers. As shown, three 
umque values of thlCkness were suppbed. 
The program then needs the number of vertices tor the hrst sector (5), the 
densIty (489), the speclflC heat (.1), and the conductIvIty (27). The next card should 
have the x and y coordmates of the flrst vertex, the next card the coordmates ot the 
second vertex, etc, until the user has mput the coord mates of each vertex on 
mdividual cards. It should be noted that the coordmates of the vertices must be entered 
m a contmuous clockwlse pattern. Once the vertIces are entered for sector I, then 
the property card IS repeated for sector II. The user must supply the number ot 
13 
INPUT FORMAT 
1st Card - TITLE (64 characters) 16A4 
2nd card - ISECT, NLAY, THICKl 215,Fl04 
3rd Card - THICK (11. THICK (2),- - - - - - THICK (10) 10F72 
The next group of cards IS required for each sector (I = 1 to ISECT) 
1st sector card - IVERT (I), DENS (I), CP(I), AK(I) 12, 3Fl0 4 
The next group of sector cards defane the vertices (J) for the sector (I) 
2nd sector card - XVERT (I, J), YVERT (I, J) 2F123 
(lVERT + 1) sector card - XVERT 0, IVERT), YVERT 
The next group of card defanes the coordinates of the grad lanes 




DEFINITION OF VARIABLES 
ISECT - number of sectors 
NLAY - number of layers 
THICKl - overall thickness of model 
THICK (K) - thickness of each layer where K = (1 N LA Y) 
IVERT (I) - number of vertices an sector I 
DENS (I) - density of sector I 
CP (I) 
- specific heat of sector I 
AK (I) - conductivity of sector I 
XVERT (I, J) - X vertex number J of sector I 
YVERT (I, J) - Y vertex number J of sector I 
X (K) - X coordinate of grid line where K = 1 to last X grad line 
Y (K) 
- Y coordinate of grid lane where K = 1 to last Y grid line 
21650066 
FIG 5. INPUT DATA FORMAT & VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS 
l.t: 
3-D MODEL FOR REPORT 
6 3 15.0000 
3.00 5.00 7.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
























































FIG. 6 SAMPLE INPUT TO NNGEN (MANUAL) 
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vertices contamed in sector II, its density, specific heat, and conductivity. This 
card is followed by the coordinates of the vertices of sector III, and so on until you 
have mputted the material card and vertices for each sector of the model. Note when 
supplying the vertices, the user should repeat the first vertex of each sector as the 
last to close the body for plotting. 
The input needed now is the x location of the first grid line followed by a zero. 
This is continued until all x grid locations are defined. The same procedure is used 
for the y grid location, except that o. is input first followed by the y coordinate of the 
grid location. The data file (Figure 6) is now ready for execution with NNGEN. 
The above data file could have been automatically created in a fractlOn of the 
time using the digitizing option of the program. Figure 4 will again be used but this 
time in conjunction with the digitizer. An axis had to be drawn on the figure with ref-
erence pomt clearly denoted ,. as shown. Notice the grid tick pomts are marked on the 
respective axis. In this case we have nine grid marks in each direction. Note the 
number of grid points in the x direction does not have to equal the number of grid points 
in the y direction. The user should then affix the drawmg to the digitizing table and 
access the program by typing at the Tektronix terminal: NNDIG (Figure 7). 
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nndig 
PLEASE ENTER A TITLE FOR THE DATA FILE C60 CHAR - MAX) 
3-d model Cor report 
ENTER THREE(3) REF. PTS. CXRFCI)#YRFCI)#XRFCI» 




DIGITIZE THESE THREE(3) REF. PTS. 
DIGITIZE TWO(2) PTS. (LOWER-LEFT ~ UPPER RIGHT) 
EACH HALF INCH AWAY FROM PICTURE FRAME 
2165-0468 
FIG.7 SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION NNDlG 
The program then asks the user a number of prompts, the fIrst being, "Enter 
a title for use as the first card in the data file." The program then calls for the 
reference points. As shown, the three points marked on Figure 4 were input at the 
terminal and then were digitized in the order they were input. The user merely placed 
the digitizing cursor to each point and recorded the data. He then placed the cursor 
on the remaining points and did the same. Once the three points were recorded, he 
pressed the carriage return to transmit them to the computer. This establishes the 
reference of the drawing, and any point recorded within these reference points will 
have a value based on these points. The user is then requested to digitize (same 
procedure as above) a pomt to the lower lefthand corner of the drawing outside the 
reference frame and the upper righthand corner. This is used to scale the drawing to 
the screen size and sample marks are denoted in Figure 4. Once accomplished the 
screen will be erased. 
The program will then ask the user how many sectors are to be digitized, how 
many layers the model will have, and what is the overall thickness (depth in the plane 
of the paper) of the model. As shown in Figure 8 the model has six sectors and will 
be a three-dimensional model consisting of three distinct cuts with an overall thick-
ness of 15 units. The program then asks the respective thlckness of each layer. As 
shown, the layers will have unit thicknesses of 3. , 5., and 7. , respectively. If they 
all had the same thlckness or there were only one layer, a carriage return would have 
been sufficient and the program would automatically establish the correct thicknesses. 
This data IS now used by the program to create the second and third cards of the data 
fIle. 
ENra TIR ..... OF tDIOIIJIIJI .CT1ld TO. DIQITID 
AMD IU&R rs IJrIDS AND ~ TMIQCNESI 
)'.3.15 •• 
arm TH1CICNESS r1F EACH una , .111. D) 
:- C.R ....... IGICATES lItllllt THIQCNE8I 
)3 •• 5.,1 •• 
2165-0086 
FIG. 8 INPUT OF OVERALL PARAMETERS 
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The program then queries the user (Figure 9) for the density, specific heat, 
and conductivity of the sector to be digitized. Once recorded, the user can begin 
digitizmg the vertices of the sector. The vertices must be recorded in a clockwise 
manner starting at any vertex. The user should (for plottmg purposes) return to the 
vertex he started with to close the geometry, i. e. , the first vertex will also be the last 
vertex recorded. Once it is digitized, the geometry should be transmitted (carriage 
return). If there are more than nine vertices, you should transmit (carriage return) 
at or before nine, then proceed to record the remainder, never exceeding groups of 
nine before transmitting. Once accomplished, the user should press a backspace once, 
the carrlage return to indicate he is finished with this sector. This procedure is 
repeated until all sectors are digitized (Figures 9 through 14). 
~ DlllSITY. CfI' • .., CClGJCTIUITY • IICT.. I 
)41' ••• 1.17 •• 
~181T12E M WllTICB IF I£CnII I 
-----
2165·0098 ... 
FIG. 9 DIGITIZE SECTOR I 
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The program will then ask the user to digitize the lines defmmg the subdIvIsion 
along the x axis (Figure 15) that have been laid out on FIgure 4. To do so as before, 
each point is recorded usmg the digitIzmg cursor and transmitted with the carnage 
return. Groups of up to nine recorded points may be stored before transmission is 
required (carriage return). Once complete, the user should press a backspace and 
carriage return to indicate this portion is finished. Figure 16 displays the same 
procedure for the y increments. Once completed (backspace then carriage return 
pressed), the screen will erase and a plot will be drawn of the sectors digitized 
(Figure 17). When the user is finished looking at the plot, a carriage return will 
erase the screen, and a data set will be established as shown ill Figure 18. 
Bn'IJ IJENIln. CII. ,.., CONDUCTIVJTY flF IECTCJI , 
, ...... ".1.11 •• 
DIIIT12! lIE UERlca "SECTaI I 
---..------
2165-0106 
FIG. 10 DIGITIZE SECTOR II 
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~ICITJ2E THE Wln'ICES rE 58:101 3 
2165-0118 
FIG. 11 DIGITIZE SECTOR III 
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\ EN'I'EJ IDSITY. cp • ., C&IIlJCTIUITY "IECTEII .. 
)172., .21.121., 
DleiTIZ! TN[ UElTICES OF SECmIt .. 
2165.0128 i 
FIG. 12 DIGITIZE SECTOR IV 
.., IIINIITT. CP, .., cataJCTIUJTY ~ -.clUl s 
)4fIt ••• 1.17 .• 
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)41' ••• 1." •• 
DIIITIZE TIE WlmCES a: 9ECTCII I 
2165-0148 ' 
FIG. 14 DIGITIZE SECTOR VI 
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2165-0158 
FIG. 15 DIGITIZE x GRID 
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FIG. 16 DIGITIZE y GRID 
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- SectlOn 5 
MODEL GENERATOR (NNGEN) 
Once it has been created, the geometry data file must be fed to the model 
generation portion of the program where the user has two options he might employ. 
The user can create a nodal network with the node centers located at the geometric 
centroid or the user can opt to have all boundary nodes moved to the surface in a 
predetermined fashion that will be described later. Each option will culminate in the 
creation of a data set capable of running with the CAVE3 code. 
Using the geometry data file Just created (Section 4), the user can create a 
thermal model by accessing the network generation program (NNGEN). As demon-
strated in Figure 19, the program was accessed and it querled for an input of 
tolerance, a mechanism provlCled for in the software to allow for maccuracies when 
digitizing. 
nngen 
INPUT TOLERANCE E12.5 
.1 
ENTER NODE N0.# COND N0.# RAD NO.# VOU WISH TO START WITH. IF 1 CR 
DO VOU WISH TO SEE A PLOT OF THE INTERNAL NODE CONFIGURATION? 
yes 
2165-0186 
FIG. 19 SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION NNGEN 
The routme establishes 1tS bookkeepmg scheme by lookmg for node centers that 
are m lme WIth one another, i. e. , common x or y coordinates. When digItizing, it is 
extremely difficult (and most unlikely) for the user to repeat a pomt exactly. An 
example is shown m Figure 18. The data set represented here IS one that was pro-
duced by the digitIzmg portion of the program. Note any set of vertices of any sector. 
Most sectors WIll show repeat coordinates, i. e., a boundary that is parallel to eIther 
27 
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the x or y axis would create like x or y coordinates in two vertices. Note the first 
sector shows like x coordinates of 3.967 and 3.954; close but not exact. This error 
(0.013) was caused by the inability of the user to repeat exactly the x coordinate using 
the digitiz ing cursor. Although it is small, the error would have misaligned node 
centers causing the bookkeeping scheme to fail. 
To overcome this, the program requires an input of tolerance which is used 
as a ± buffer on node center to determine allowable node alignment. The tolerance 
has been made .an input because it depends upon the scale of the geometry and node 
size. In any case, it should always be less than half the distance of the smallest x 
or y nodal increment. Because the tolerance IS only used to bookkeep the orientation 
of the nodes, it does not alter the actual value of the node centers and therefore does 
not vary the dimensional parameters. 
A value of 0.1 was inputted for tolerance (any value up to approximately 1.0 
could have been used in this case). The program then questions the user as to a 
starting node number, conductance number, and radiation number. This option was 
provided to allow the user to build a model in steps. In the terminal session provided, 
the user entered a carriage return indicating he wanted all numbering to start at 1. 
The routine then establishes the nodal arrangement of the geometry. Startmg from the 
lower lefthand corner of the drawing, the routine establishes consecutive numbering 
of nodes and identifies any voids in the geometry, as demonstrated in Figure 20. The 
rectangular node centers are placed at the geometric centroid of the nodal area. In 
the case of triangular nodes, the node center is temporarily placed at the mIdpoint 
of the hypotenuse. This is only done for bookkeepmg purposes for node alignment. 
At this point the software has established the bookkeeping of the model, 1. e., it knows 
which nodes see WhICh nodes, which nodes see void (boundary) for all three dImensions. 
The program then asks the user whether he wants to see a plot of the internal 
node configuration, i. e. , with all node centers located at the geometrIC centroid. 
Again note although it will pictorially be represented at the midpoint on the hypotenuse, 
the triangular node will actually be placed at its centroid for computations. As shown 
in Figure 19 the user responded YES, resulting in Figures 20 - 22. Note in Figure 20, 
the layer number is denoted. In thIS case, the user is creating a three-layer model. 
The numbering begins in the lower lefthand corner and increments to the right. The 
node centers are in line with one another and the node boundaries are identified. Note 
also the void in the model and that the software eliminated It from the sequencing. 
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2165-0208 
FIG. 20 INTERNAL NODES - LAVER 1 
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FIG. 21 INTERNAL NODES - LAVER 2 
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Also note nodes 41, 42 and 48, 49. Their positions are superimposed on one 
another again only for bookkeeping. Each node will go into its respective triangle at 
the geometric centroid. Once the plot is completed, the user must hit the carriage 
return to reactivate the routine, at which time the plot will be erased. In this case, 
once the first layer is completed and erased, the second layer is plotted (Figure 21). 
Note the first node plotted is 56, one greater than the last previous node plotted in 
layer one. The nodes are sequenced exactly as previously done and the plot is labeled 
LAYER 2. Hitting the carriage return plots the third and last layer (Figure 22), labeled 
as before, this time starting with node 111 and ending with 165. 
Refer back to the option to set the starting node number, conductance, and 
radiation links for the demonstration included in Figures 23 - 25. Here the user chose 
to start numbering the nodes at 21, the conductance block at 45, and the radiation block 
at 37. As shown in Figure 24, the first node presented in numbered 21. In the data 
set created with the actual couplings (which will be discussed fully later), the first 
conductance number would be 45 and the first radiation number, 37. This 1S extremely 
useful when you are building a model in steps. 
nngen 
INPUT TOLERANCE E12.5 
.1 
ENTER NODE N0.# COND N0.# RAD NO.# YOU WISH TO START WITH. IF 1 CR 
21,45,37, 
DO YOU WISH TO SEE A PLOT OF THE INTERNAL NODE CONFIGURATION? 
yes 
2165-0238 
FIG. 23 INTERNAL NODES EXTENDED NUMBERING SCHEME 
The program then provides a rotate option for the user which allows the user to 
see graphically an orthogonal view of the network. The program querles the user as 
to how many layers he or she wishes to see and the layer numbers - (starting from 
top to bottom). As shown, the user in this case chose three layers: 1, 4, and 7 
(Figure 26). The results are shown m Figures 27 - 29. Compare Figure 27 w1th 
Figures 20, 21, and 22. Note the rotation that took place. Similarily w1th Figures 
27 - 29 and the same figures. Note also that the layer numbering is from top to bottom. 
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FIG. 24 INTERNAL NODES EXTENDED NUMBERING SCHEME - LAYER 1 
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FIG. 25 INTERNAL NODES EXTENDED NUMBERING SCHEME - LAYER 2 
DO YOU UAHT ROTATIHQ LAYER OPTIOH 
·v-· HOU "AHY LAYERS DO YOU UANT 
.3. 
ENTER LAYER NU"BERS 
.1 .. 4.7. 
2165-026B 
FIG. 26 ROTATE OPTION 
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FIG. 27 ROTATE PLOT - LAVER 1 
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FIG. 28 ROTATE PLOT - LAYER 4 
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FIG. 29 ROTATE PLOT - LAYER 7 
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Upon hIttmg a carriage return the user will erase the screen and will be asked 
whether he wants to employ the boundary option (FIgure 30). In thIs case, the user 
rephed NO and was asked whether he wanted to create a CAVE3 mput fIle. Once 
the user responds YES, the program has establIshed the entire bookkeepmg scheme 
of the model in all dimensions, i. e., it knows that node 20 (Figure 20) sees node 19 
and 21 in the x direction and node 12 and a boundary in the y direction. It also knows 
that node 20 sees node 75 (Figure 21) and a boundary in the z direction. It has com-
puted the conductance links to all nodes (other than boundary) using the distances 
referenced from the node centers. It has computed all capacitances and established 
radiation areas (all areas to boundary). See Section 6 for a descrlpt'ion of coupling 
computation. 
The program then asks the user for a control card and a series of title cards 
(up to four lines). If he has less than four, the user need only hit a carriage return 
for the next line to signal the program that the title entry is finished. The program 
then requests the START, DTIME, FINAL TIME, and SIGMA (Stephan Boltzman 
Constant) for execution and the initial temperature of iterated nodes. 
The program then provides the user with the ability to create the convective 
boundary links. The user will be asked successively for the convective heat transfer 
coefficient for ± x direction ± y direction and ± z direction and the heat transfer 
coefficient for any diagonal boundary surfaces (hypotenuse). A carriage return mdicates 
zero heat transfer. As demonstrated in Figure 30, the user indicated that a 100. 
BTU/hr ft2 F coefficient was to be applied to any boundary surface facing the positive 
x direction (see SectIOn 6). There should be a zero coupling to the negative x dIrection. 
For the y direction he chose a zero couplmg to positive yand 200 BTU/hr ft2 F to 
the negative y direction. The user also indicated a zero coupling m both z directions 
and any diagonal (carriage return with no response indicates zero couphngs). In 
Section 6 the user can see a descrIption of how the couplmgs are created. Briefly 
each directIOn +x, -y, etc., is gIven a specifiC boundary node number, Le., pOSItive 
x, 993, negative x, 994; positive y, 991; etc. In checkmg the couplings established 
in a partial output data set (Figure 31), note that there are no couplmgs to node 991 
(+y) , 994 (-x), 995 (hypotenuse), and 998 and 999 (±z). 
39 
DO YOU WISH TO USE THE BOUNDARY OPTION? 
no 
DO YOU WANT TO CREATE A CAVE3 INPUT FILE? 
~~TER THE CAVE3 CONTROL CARD (15) (NUMBND,NUMITR,NUMCON,NUMRAD,NUMNOD,NUMFLX#NSTR,NEVALU,IDIAG#IFLUX) 
4,165,800,242,999,0,15000,5,0,0, 




ENTER START TIME,DTIME,FINAL TIME#SIGMA 
0.,.l,l.,l.714e-8, 
ENTER INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF ITERATED NODES 50., 
ENTER CONVECTING HEAT TRANSFER COEF FOR X DIRECTION, PLUS, MINUS 
100.,0., 
ENTER CONVECTING HEAT TRANSFER COEF FOR Y DIRECTION#PLUS,MINUS 
0. ,200. , 
ENTER CONVECTING HEAT TRANSFER COEF FOR Z DIRECTION,PLUS,MINUS 
ENTER CONVECTING HEAT TRANSFER COEF FOR HVPOTENUSE 
2165·0306 
FIG. 30 CREATION OF INPUT FILE TO CAVE3 
11100 
22200 CONDUCTlNCE BLOc It 
0 1 1 9 8.165! 01 
0 2 1 2 7.789B 01 
0 3 2 10 8.165B 01 
0 4 2 3 6.172B 01 , 
0 5 3 11 1.244! 02 
0 6 3 4 5 .. 263B 01 · 
0 7 4 12 1.173E 02 
0 8 4 5 7.934! 01 
a 9 5 13 9.677E 02 
0 10 5 6 1.975B 02 
0 11 6 14 4 .. 800! 02 
0 12 6 7 2 .. 978! 02 
0 13 7 15 4.800! 02 
0 14 7 8 2.676! 02 
0 15 8 16 5.883! 02 
0 16 9 17 1 .. 023! 02 · 
· • • • • 
• 













0 356 107 161 5 .. 819! 01 
0 357 108 162 1 .. 443B 01 
0 358 1 992 1.205! 03 
0 359 2 992 1.205! 03 
0 360 3 992 1.836! 03 
0 361 4 992 1.730B 03 
0 362 5 992 3.012! 03 
Q 363 6 992 1.494! 03 
0 364 7 992 1.494B 03 
Q 365 8 992 1.831! 03 
0 366 8 993 S .. 793! 02 
• 367 16 993 6.159R 02 0 368 24 993 3.381! 02 
0 369 26 993 1.026E 03 
0 370 29 993 1.026B 03 
• 371 31 993 1.063! 03 0 372 34 993 1 .. 063! 03 
Q 373 36 993 9.0S4! 02 
0 374 38 992 3 .. 012B 03 
0 375 42 993 9 .. 054! 02 
0 376 44 993 7 .. 245B 02 
0 377 49 993 7 .. 24S! 02 
• · 
• • • 
· · · · 
• 
• • • • • 
2165·0318 
FIG. 31 SAMPLE OUTPUT DISPLAYING BOUNDARY NODES (SHEET 1 OF 2) 
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• • • • 
• 
• . • • • 
0 378 51 993 7.72 8! 02 
0 379 55 992 2.008! 03 
0 380 56 992 2.008! 03 
0 381 57 992 3.060! 03 
0 382 58 992 2.8811! 03 
0 383 59 992 5.020! 03 
0 38/J 60 992 2./J90! 03 
• 385 61 992 2.490! 03 
• 386 62 992 3.052! 03 I 387 62 993 9.655! 02 
I 388 70 993 1.026B 03 
I 38~ 78 993 5.635B 02 
I 390 80 993 1.7101 03 
I 391 83 993 1.710B 03 
I 392 85 993 1.771B 03 
0 393 88 993 1.771! 03 
0 394 90 993 1.509! 03 
0 395 92 992 5.0201 03 
0 396 96 993 1.509B 03 
0 397 98 993 1.207! 03 
() 398 103 993 1.207! 03 
0 399 105 993 1.288! 03 
0 
" 00 109 992 2.811! 03 0 401 110 992 2.811! 03 
0 /J02 111 992 /J.284! 03 
0 403 112 992 4.038B 03 
0 /J04 113 992 7.0281 03 
0 405 11/J 992 3.486! 03 
0 406 115 992 3.4861 03 
0 407 116 992 14.273! 03 
0 408 116 993 1.352! 03 
0 409 12/J 993 1.1437! 03 
0 410 132 993 7.8898 02 
0 411 134 993 2.395! 03 
0 412 137 993 2.395B 03 
0 413 139 993 2.479B 03 
0 LJ1LJ 142 993 2.479B 03 
0 415 144 993 2.1138 03 
0 416 146 992 7.0288 03 
0 417 150 993 2.113! 03 
0 418 152 993 1.690B 03 
0 419 157 993 1.690B 03 
0 420 159 993 1.8031 03 
11100 
22200 RADIATION'COOPLING BLOCK 
0 1 1 992 6.02IJ! 00 . 
0 2 1 994 5.793B 00 
0 3 2 992 6. 02'n~ 00 
0 4 3 992 9.180B 00 
0 5 
" 
992 8.652! 00 
0 6 5 992 1.506B 01 
0 7 6 992 7.14701 00 
0 8 7 992 7.'701 00 
0 9 8 992 9.1561 00 
0 10 8 993 5.7931 00 
2165·0328 
FIG. 31 SAMPLE OUTPUT DISPLAYING BOUNDARY NODES (SHEET 2 OF 2) 
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Followmg the conduction block, the program supplies a radIation block which 
contains the link bookkeeping and the value of the node surface area exposed to the 
boundary. This block can be replaced with the actual radiation couplings when 
computed. A dummy block is supplied for Heat Sources where the user can supply 
,--. the needed information. This block is followed by a Conductance Area Constant Block 
representing the AI Ax term in computing the conductance link. This term is 
extremely useful when the user has a condition of changmg properties. Th~ data 
supplied is the conductance number, the constant values from the first and second 
nodes listed for that particular conductance number, and the sector number of each 
node. An example of the output is shown in Figure 32. 
The final block of data is a dummy table to allow the user to supply one if 
needed. At this point the program will establish an output file on the system, and 
it will be in a format conductive to running CAVE3. The nodal arrangement will be 
that for all mternal nodes. A segmented sample (because of its large size) is 
presented in Figure 33. 
------- -- - -------
Figure 34 represents the second option provIded, i. e., the boundary option. 
Had the user responded YES to the boundary option question, the program would have 
established all thermal parameters based on boundary node center locations. Figures 
35 through 37 represent plots of the boundary option used on the model shown in Figure 
3. A description of the boundary node conductance and orientation is described in 
Section 6. Figure 35 is identical to Figure 20 except any node exposed to a boundary 
is moved to the surface. The bookkeepmg is Identical but, when computing the 
conductance, a new conductive distance IS used based upon its location relative to the 
node it sees (see Section 6). The program performs identlcally as before and 
establishes an output data file ready for input to the CAVE3 code. 
43 
0 336 177 998 7.371E 00 
0 337 178 998 5.173E 00 
0 338 179 998 5.173E 00 
0 339 180 998 7.759E 00 
0 3UO 181 998 1.293E 01 
0 341 182 998 3.207E 00 
1"00 
22200 HEIT SOURCE BLOCK 
11'00 
22200 COND--IREI/X--BLOCI 
"5 6.23925 5.86849 3 4 





377 2.84492 2.03209 1 1 
378 2.84492 2. 03209 1 1 
379 3.52783 2.51988 5 5 
380 3.52781 2.51986 5 5 
381 4.32406 3.08861 5 5 
382 2.42406 1.73147 5 5 
383 2. "2 !J06 1.73147 6 6 
38" 1.8180C; 1.29860 1 1 
385 6.06014 !J. 32 867 1 1 
386 3. 0059!J 2.1" 110 0 0 
387 3.00592 2.14709 5 5 
388 1.84219 1.31585 5 5 
389 '.8!J219 1.31585 5 5 
390 1.93972 1.38552 0 0 
391 1.93972 1.38552 a 0 
392 2.90958 2.07821 0 0 
393 !J.84930 3."6378 0 0 
39" 2.40534 1.71810 a 0 
395 1.20266 0.85904 0 0 
396 2.94823 2.10588 0 0 
397 2.06905 1.47789 a a 
398 2.06905 1. "7789 a 0 
399 3.10357 2.2168" 0 a 
"00 5.17261 3. 69!J72 0 0 
401 1.28285 0.91632 2 2 
11100 





FIG. 32 SAMPLE OUTPUT DISPLAYING CONDUCTION CONSTANT 
44 
'lEST CASE 






























































"'ING T14~COG' DA1~ 
12 0 
1).6000E-02J.1220I-: OJ!O.li14E-OB 
7!~PFFATUFE EL0C~ lOP ITERATED NODES 
-100.00 
-100.00 
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FIG. 33 SAMPLE OUTPUT FI LE (SHEET 1 OF 31 
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0 154 1.600 E \)3 
0 1~5 2.384E :)3 
0 156 4. 150E 03 
0 151 2. 151:lr. Cl 
0 158 q.H2E 02 
0 1Sg Q.7IJ2P .)2 
0 HO 2.523E OJ 
0 16 1 1.771E OJ 
0 162 1.171£ 03 
0 H3 2. 5~ 1F. 03 
0 1 Ell 4. 4:! f:F 03 
0 165 1. 1 ~ 1E 03 
11100 
~2200 r:C.NDTJCTANCf. HOCK 
0 1 1 9 :;.~)OOE 01 
0 2 1 2 'j. 1'111: 01 
0 3 :2 10 5.5')0"' 01 
0 II ) J o.172E 01 .. 
0 5 J 11 e.BH 01 
0 6 J 4 5.26H: f)1 
0 7 .. 12 1.~19F 01 
0 ~ 4 ') 7.'l]4E' o 1 
0 9 5 13 6.;18'E 02 
0 10 S (; 1.9~JT: 02 
• 
, 
0 ~37 16'~ 59!: 1 • .:nn OJ 
I) 5'3A 16;' 9g~ 1.C09r. ()] 
'11flO 
22~O" ',\ot ATICN CaUI?LHr. f'LOCK 
() 1 jS2 6.0:> II F 00 
0 2 1 ,94 3. 7 t,,31~ CJ 
0 '3 2 992 ';.0214" 1)0 
0 I, 3 912 9.180E ot) 
0 5 4 SS2 8.652-r:: 00 
0 b 5 '}Y2 1.5CI)E 01 
0 "7 '.J 112 7 •• jj j;" 00 
0 E 7 9CJ2 1. 1f)"1 F 00 
0 9 tl '3<;2 Q.15f,F 00 
0 10 d 'I'll ~. 7gn 00 
0 11 oj B4 6. 1!: q .. 00 
2165-0359 
FIG_ 33 SAMPLE OUTPUT FilE (SHEET 2 OF 3) 
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0 21'i 15/j 99;3 2.0611: 00 
0 2JE 1 ~':I <::98 2.D61E 00 
0 237 160 gse 7.J71F 00 
() nH 161 '3SE 5.17JE 00 
0 2'19 h;2 qqc ~. 1 73F' 00 
0 240 1t.J SSt) 7.ll?"lF 00 
:> 241 h4 ggs: 1.2S]E 01 
0 2u~ If.<j 91E 3.Jb3E 00 
11100 
22200 lIE \'!' sourCE rL"Cl( 
11100 
22200 CCN~--~PEA/X--ELOC~ 
3.11'103 5.51i2uC; 1 1 
~ 2.3'3<4% 5.76C)'J2 1 1 
J 3.11561 5.91i84H 1 1 
~ S.7;;"S'J.!. 3.7ob27 1 ~ 
5 '~. 75<401 E.91~301 2 2 
6 1.78627 4.017J" 2 2 
7 4. 1H!053 8. ~ 2864 2 2 
e 4.011'34 2.30H7 2 :: 





3'i6 2.4.1-+6'i 1.7)l/lS 'j 'j 
357 1.26111 o. '1()O!30 '5 c:: 
358 ().:;1211 0.40 H6 5 c; ~ 
Jr.c; 0.<;1211 O.4QE65 h 6 
J"C 1.~1411 1.0~294 I) 0 
1:; 1 1.0J4~2 O.7~·n: 1 1 
362 1.0145~ 0.7)-1') IJ 1 1 
)03 1. 4 -j ~ j q 1.0E131 5 '1 
Jf4 2.5,163 ') 1.114736 ~ 5 
]i1 5 1).67261) u.4~(4) .; c: 
11 laO 





FIG. 33 SAMPLE OUTPUT FILE (SHEET 3 OF 3) 
47 
48 
DO YOU WISH TO USE THE BOUNDARV OPTION? 
yes 
DO YOU WISH TO SEE A PLOT OF THE BOUNDARV HODE CONFIGURATION? 
yes 
2165-0378 
FIG. 34 BOUNDARY NODE OPTION 
1 1 
~~~~------+-J5~-----1-~~------r-------~~~--~·---------.r------r----------I I I I I I 
I
I I I I I 
I I 55.1 I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I 
------~------ ---------- ----------~-----------------~--------.~--+-~~--------+ I I I I 58 
43: 44 45 I + 48: 47 I I I I T I I 
I I I I I 
------{------ ---------- ---------1-----------------1r---------~-----1----------
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
35 I 36 I 37 I I T 38 I + 4. 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
42 
------4------ -----------I----------=t----+-..;NIIj...--+------If----+----~ 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
38: 31:: 38 + ~ 
I I I I 
- 34 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
------~------ ---------~---------4_---------------- --------~------~----------: I I I : 
I I I I I 
25: 26 I I 27: -=t- 2, 29 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
-l~--t---+-l I 
------i------ -----------1---------- I T 28 I -=t- 2 I I I -----------------,----------,-------r----------
24 
I I I I I 
9 I -1- 1 + 11 : + 12 + 13 I -l- 14 I + 1, 16 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
------~------ ---------~---------- ------------------I----------~------r----------I I I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I : I I 
I I I I 8 
2165-0386 - -----------
FIG. 35 BOUNDARY NODE OPTION - LAYER 1 
en 
o 
~~~-T------~~~-----~~-------P------~~"----~·---------II------r----------I I t J I I 
I I 118.~ I I 
I I S I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
------J------ __________ _ ________ ~----------------~--------- I 185 
I I I I 
98 i 99 18. i +181 i +18a i 
I I I I I 
------~------ --------- ---------~ ------------~---------~------ ----------I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
98 I 91 sa I I + 94 I + sf 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I. I I I 
97 
------~------ ----------~----------~------+-~~--+-------~~----~------~ I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
85 I 86 I I 87 + ~ 
I . I 
I I I I 
89 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I I 
------+------ ----------1----------~----------------- ---------~------~----------I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
88: 81 I I 8a I -=+- 8, 84 
I I I I I 
I I t I I 
I I I I I 
-7i!--t---+-7 I 
, I 
------T------ ----------,---------- I + 77 I + 7 -----------------Ir---------~-------~----------I I I • I 
64 I + 66 t + S8 I + sa I + 7, 71 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 





I I I 




FIG. 36 BOUNDARY NODE OPTION - LAYER 2 
1 - I -- 1 1 I I 1 ) 1 1 
LAYER HURlER 3 
~~~~-----+~~-----~-~~----~~------~~~--~---------.r------r----------1 
I I I I I 
I I I I t 
I I 165.: I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
______ !______ __________ _ _________ ~--------------..:..-------- t - 16. 
I I I I 
153 I 154 I ,.156 I +157 I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
------~------ ---------- -------~-----------------~---------~----- ----------I I I I I 
: I II I I 
145 I 146 147 I +148 I ,.IQ I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
------f------ ---------+--------~--~ ..... -+-----+-----I~--..... I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
14. I 141 I I 142 ,.14~ 
I I I I 
- 144 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
------~------ ---------4----------4----------------- ---------4-------~----------: I I I I 
I I I I I 
135 I 136 I I 137 I ,.13f 
I I I I I 
139 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
la7--t---+la I I +132 I +13 
I I I I I 
134 
------T------ ----------,---------- ------------------r---------,-------r----------I I I I I 
119 I +121 I +122 +123 I +124 I +12' - 126 
I I I ; I 
I I I I I 
------~------ ----------~---------- ------------------r----------t-------~----------I I , I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I 'I I I I I ~~--~_+~~--~~~--~~~~----~~~~~--_+~~~~~~------~118 
2165-0408 ~ --~---FIG. 37 BOUNDARY NODE OPTION - LAYER 3 




DETERMINATION OF COUPLINGS 
The units of length and area are based on the model dimensions in the input 
file. Consistency of units is the responsibility of the user. Both conductance 
couplings and radiating areas are calculated by the program. 
6.1 CONDUCTANCE (K) 
6. 1. 1 Rectangular Nodes 
6.1.1.1 Internal - The determination of conduchve couplings is calculated as K = kA/L 
where A is the cross-sectional area between nodes, and L is the distance between 
centroids. 
6. 1.1.2 Boundary Option - The conductive coupling calculation is the same as that 
for internal nodes except that the additlOnallength out to the boundary of surface nodes 
is taken into account. This approach is applied in all three dimensions. 
6.1.2 TrIangular Nodes 
6. 1.2.1 Internal - The node center is assumed to be at the centroid of the triangle. 
The determination of conductance is illustrated in Figure 38. 
1 
Lly = LlYl = LlY2 
~~~J 
.1. LlX2 ·1 
2165-0418 T = THICKNESS 
FIG. 38 DETERMINATION OF CONDUCTANCE LINKS - TRIANGLE TO RECTANGLE 
53 
54 
For triangular nodes, the cross-sectional area is the average of the area at the 






kA kl (5/6 (aY) t) 
=-= 
L ~Xl/3 
kA ~aYt 2k2 ayt 
=--= = 




s = surface 
c = centroid 
Another internal triangular node configuration is illustrated in Figure 39. In 





klA k(5/6v) t 
K=-= 5kt 
1 L 1/6';-
and as before 









FIG. 39 DETERMINATION OF CONDUCTANCE LINKS - TRIANGLE TO TRIANGLE 
It should be noted that this representation is accurate for isosceles triangular nodes. 
For triangular nodes with a large aspect ratio (e. g., greater than 2:1) this rep-
resentation may not give adequate results so that a more nearly square grid in 
desireable when using triangular nodes. 
6.1.2.2 Boundary Option - the conductlve coupling calculation is the same as for 
mternal nodes except that the additlonal length out to the surface or corner of the node 
is taken into account. In each case the average cross-sectional area taken over the 
length L is used. Figure 40 illustrates the calculation details for the possible 
configurations. 
6.2 RADIATION 
As an aid to the user, exposed surface areas of the nodes are set up m the 
radiation couplmg block. These areas can either be modIfied or deleted. Seven 
fictitlOUS boundary node designations have been used to allow rapid identifIcation of 
node surfaces. These boundary nodes are set up as the second node number in the 








Avg x-dIrection area = Ax 
Ax = 3/4~y *t 
t = layer thickness 
K1x=k [Ax] =1.5k ~y*t 
~x/2 ~x 
alsoK1y =kAy = 1.5k ~x*t 
~y/2 ~y 
Ax = 3/4 y * t 
A = 3/4 x * t Y 
Klx=1.5k~y*t 
~x 
K1y = 1.5 k ~ x * t 
~y 
Axyz avg = [1/2 J(~x)2 + (~y)2 ] t 
L = 1/2 J(~x)2 + (~y)2 
K1xy = k AxyZ avg = kt 
L 
FIG.40 DETERMINATION OF CONDUCTANCE LINKS - BOUNDARY NODES 
BOUNDARY NODE DIRECTION PLANAR AREA 
DESIGNATION 
991 + Y side xz 
992 - Y side xz 
993 + x side yz 
994 - x side yz 
995 x - y (hypotenuse) xyz 
998 - z side xy 
999 + z side xy 
57 
This Page Intentionally left Blank 
Section 7 
BOUNDARY NODE ORIE NT ATION 
When the boundary option is employed, the internal node configuration is 
altered to a prescribed surface configuration. The actual location of the surface 
node depends on the boundary orientation with respect to the node in question. Figure 
41 displays the movement of the internal node to the surface. The figure is broken 
down into 6 (A - F) representative surface nodes. "A" represents an mternal node 
surrounded on all sides but one. The node is then placed at the midpomt of the surface 
exposed to boundary when the boundary option is activated. Although only one orien-
tation of "A" is shown, the movement could have been in any direction, i. e. , the 
boundary could have been on the bottom (in which case the node would have been placed 
there), etc. 
"B" represents a node surrounded on two adjacent sides and the node IS placed 
at the corner. "C" represents a trIangular node the hypotenuse of which sees boundary. 
The node is placed at the midpoint of the hypotenuse. "D" displays a triangular node 
bases of which are exposed to boundary, in which case the node is placed at the 
corner. "E" and "F" represent triangular nodes where only one base is exposed to 
boundary, in which the node is placed at the midpoint of that base. 
Figure 42 displays improperly designed nodes that cannot employ the boundary 
option. When any of these arrangements are encountered, the program will leave 
the mternal node unaltered and write a message m the output file warning the user 









FIG 41 BOUNDARY NODE PLACEMENT 







FIG. 42 IMPROPER NODE ORIENTATION 
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